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References to "dollar«" (t)  indicate« United States dollarB, unless 

otherwise stated. 

The monetary unit in Yugoslavia is the dinar (Din) .    During the 

period covered by the report the value of the dinar in relation to the United 

States dollar was |US 1-18.3 Din. 

A full  stop (.)  is used to indicate decimals. 

A comma (,) is used to distinguish thousands and millions. 

The following abbreviations have been used in this report: 

ERC        Elektronski Racun Centar (Electronic Computer centre) 

IRC        Istrazivacki Razvojni Centar (Research and Development Centre) 

GEIMS   General Electric Inventory Management System 

OOUR     Osnovna Organizaci.ia Udruzestvenog Rada (Basic Associated 
Labour Organization) 

RO Radna Organizacija (Working Organization - association of OOURs) 

The designations employed and the presentation of the material  in this 

document do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of 

the Secretariat of the United Nations concerning the legal status of any country, 

territory,  city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation 

of its frontiers or boundaries. 

Mention of firm names and commercial products does not  imply endorsement 

by the United Nations Industrial  Development Organization (UNIDO). 

Annexes VI to IX have been reproduced without formal editing. 
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ABSTRáCT 

ThiB report describes the work done during a four-month mission on the 

application of computers to production planning and inventory control in the 

furniture and joinery industry.    The mission «as part of a United Nations 

Development Programme (UNDP) programme of technical assistance to the Government 

of Yugoslavia to develop the furniture and joinery industries of Bosnia and 

Hersegovina and to createla centre.    The United Nations Industrial Development 

Organisation (UNIDO) and SIPAD were the executing and counterpart agencies 
respectively. 

As a result of a quick survey in the field at the start of the mission 

the main problems faced on the shop floor were found to bet 

*    u *?h   St0ck holdin«B *«•• out of balance:   some materials were out of 
stock while others would not be used up for years; 

(b) There were frequent hold-ups in production because materials were 
out of stock; 

(c) Too much effort was required to determine the material and resource 
requirements for a production programme.   A factory could thus find itself 
accepting orders that could not be met, or refusing orders that could. 

It was decided to adapt and introduce OHMS, an inventory control and 

production planning package consisting of thirty eight programs produced by 

the manufacturers of the computer available to SIPAD.    The programs were 

compiled, corrected where necessary, and checked with test data.    The Standard 

factory was chosen as the first site for trials.    Coding schemes were devised and 

introduced for raw materials,  finished products, intermediated, and resource 

centres.    Master files were set up for the determination of resource loading 

and potential production bottlenecks for the new "Standard" range of wall 

units.   Work was started on the creation of materials master files for inventory 
planning. 

Two seminars were held to generate interest in and awareness of the work 

being done in production planning and inventory control.    One seminar was 

attended only by members of the Standard factory and the SIPAD Computer Centre. 

The other was also attended by members of the other SIPAD units in SIPAD. 

Individual sessions were held with senior counterpart personnel and team members. 
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Vieite were made to six factories (besides Standard)  so that  the expert 

could familiarize himself with SlPAD. 

The main conclusions of the mission were: 

^      (a) There is considerable untapped potential  for the use of computers 
in SIPAD; 

(b) Production planning and inventory control  isa good starting point 
for computerization and is particularly worth while for factories producing 
a large product range (all furniture and joinery factories); 

(c) The application of computers to annual planning will  be worth while 
in some OOURs; 

(d) The use of a computer for routine accounting work would  be beneficial - 
primarily in new factories,  then in OOURs facing staff shortages,  and finally 
in other OOURs; 

(e) The Computer Centre finds it extremely difficult  to attract  staff of the 
right  calibre; 

(f) There is a need for a high-level  review of the future of computerization, 
and a long-term plan should be drawn up; 

(g) There is a need for increasing awareness at all  levels of how 
computers can help management; 

(h)  There is a need for standardization of codes and accounting procedures 
and documentation throughout the SIPAD group; 

(i) A follow-up mission in autumn 1977 might help to maintain momentum and 
resolve problems. 

The report  contains a number of observations and suggestions to improve 

the general working of the Jo input er Centre. 

J 
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INTRODUCTION 

Background 

Timbar and forest occupy an important position among Yugoslavia's natural 

resources.    One third of the country's forest resources,  or about 300 million 

cubic metres (1975 estimated), are in Bosnia and Herzegovina.    The ratio of 

broad-leaved to coniferous timber is 2:1  but it is intended to reverse this 

ratio gradually in the coming yearB.    The allowable annual cut for Bosnia and 

Herzegovina (5.6 million cubic metres)  is also a third of Yugoslavia's total 

annual cut.    Despite a five-fold increase in the ten years up to 1975,   Bosnia 

and Herzegovina's share of the market for wood products does not match its 

timber resources.    With this background an ambitious five-year development plan 

was conceived to modernize and expand the wood industry.    An investment of Din 

800 million was envisaged to double the production of the furniture industry 

and increase employment in it from 6,000 to 9,000.    Joinery production was to 

be more than tripled (from Din 200 million to Din 650 million) through an 

investment of Din 950 million and a threefold increase in employment to 4,500. 

To  strengthen Bosnia and Herzegovina's furniture and joinery industry aB 

both a domestic producer and an exporter,   the Government of Yugoslavia requested 

the assistance of the United Nations Development Programe (UNDP) for a project 

to cremt* a centre that would provide •arrioes, initially to Bosnia and Hersegorina 

and later to the other Yugoslav Republics, in the following fields: 

- Market research and expansion of trade 

- Improvement of design, including design and production of prototypes 

- Improvement of production and quality testing of prototypes and 
product B 

- Increase of productivity by improved organization of production and 
management 

- Dissemination of technical and statistical information, and other 
services 

The United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) was 

appointed as executing agency, and §IPAD acted as counterpart agency in 

Yugoslavia.   Pending the legal constitution of the centre,  the general 

management of SIPAD will be responsible for the project,  through the national 

project director appointed by SIPAD. 
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SIPAD IB a major   oo-operative integrated forest industry organisation 

••ploying over 55#000 workers. Its activities include forestry,  saw milling, 

pulp and paper production, the manufacture of wood-based panels, and the 

Manufacture and sale of furniture and joinery products.    SIPAD is responsible 

for 8o£ of Bosnia and Herzegovina's forests, 6jf> of its saw milling,  35# of 

its pulp and paper production, and 6% of its final wood-industry products. 

It is envisaged that the SIPAD wood technology unit, design centre,  computer 

centre and market research organisation will form the nucleus of the proposed 

centre and that each unit will develop into a self-financing OOUR. 

UNDP* s contribution to the project was just over $555,000; the Government 

of Yugoslavia's contribution was Din 15 million.    The present report covers a 

four-month mission by a UMIDO expert in the application of oomputers in the 

furniture and joinery industries.    The mission lasted from February to June 

1977 •   The expert was assigned to introduce computerised production management 

and stock-keeping procedures in one of SIPAD's plants.    His specific tasks were: 

(a) To review the mechanised accounting methods used for stock-keeping, 
and for production planning and control( 

(b) To recommend any changes necessary for the procedures to be 
computerised} 

(c) To develop and test the programme to be usedf 

(d) To supervise the introduction of the programme! 

(e)    To recommend other assistance required for the development of 
computer systems in the plant selected and el sewn« 

V- 
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1.  PINDINGS 

General   background to  the work programme 

It was evident from  initial  discussions with SIPAD management that  the 

mission should  concentrate on  the introduction of computerized  inventory  control 

and production planning.     TOUR Tvornica Namjestaja "STANDARD"   (henceforth 

referred  to  as  the Standard  factory had been selected as the first  site for the 

introduction of computerized production planning and inventory control.    The 

experience gained at   the  Standard factory would be extended to other factories. 

[-"rom the point  of view of management  support and proximity  to  Sarajevo and 

the   'omputer  'entre; the choice was a good one,  although the absence of satisfactory 

•oding schemes  for raw materials,   finished products and intermediates or for 

work and  cost   '-entres was a draw-back. 

rhe problems that  emerged in discussions with management at  the Standard 

fai-tory as relevant  to production planning and inventory  control were: 

(a)     Stock holdings were not in balance.      There were some materials where 
stock in hand would not   be  exhausted for  two years,  while other materials were 
not available when needed; 

(l)     There were almost   daily interruptions  to production  because  some 
raw materials were not   available; 

(c)     The  breakdown of a production plan into raw materials,   machine 
and manpower requirements   took too long.     This was particularly  felt when 
tendering for a  large order and could lead to  the loss of an order that   could 
ue met  or ac-ep tan^e of one  that  could not. 

he   -mdition.   dej-nt^i   above were thought   re  Te qa;e     o mi. 0:1 in fv!:Ar>. 

[t was also  evident   that  resources in  the   Computer ''entre were inadequate 

to develop a  suite of programs from scratch.    A  quick survey of the manufacturers' 

software and of  the manufacturing processes revealed that   the General   Electric 

Inventory Management   System  (OEIMS)  package could be adapted  to   the needs 

of the furniture and  joinery  industry in general  and of  the Standard factory 

in particular. 

'ompu'enzation and the Oomputer Tentre 

The potential  for computerization in SIPAD is virtually untapped. 

Of the twenty Radne   )r •• .a, zaci  e   (RO) within SIPAD,  only SIPAD Komerc has 

introduced substantial  computerization.    The computer is used mainly for sales 
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and purchase accounts,   tax  accounting,    statutory statistics,  retail  shop 

accounting,   payroll work,   foreBt  inventory,  and the annual  cutting plan.  (See 
al so annex  II.) 

Prom visits to  some of the factories (see annex V),   it waB evident  that the 

traditional  applications of computers for routine operations such as stock 

accounting,   bookeeping,   payroll,  and the like would lead to economies in 

manpower.     Their gradual   introduction is recommended into those OOURs where the 

manpower made available  by computerization can be used on more rewarding work, 

and also where it reduces the burden on highly skilled staff,  who are scarce. 

It is  thought that the  computerization of production planning and inventory 

control will  be benificial  in all OOURs that produce a wide range of products, 

particularly the furniture and joinery factories. 

Many new factories are being set up.    These can benefit  from computerized 

systems from the start.     However,  work on computerization should start at  the 

planning stage of the factories.    This could be avoided to some extent  if 

administrative documentation and procedures could be standardized throughout 

SIPAD.     Standardization would also reduce the development costs of computer 

systems substantially and,   by using scarce computer personnel more effectively, 

would bring  the benefits of computerization more rapidly.    It  is recommended that 

the standardization of administrative systems and documentation,  and of codes 

for materials,   intermediates,  finished products,   cost centres,  customers, 

suppliers,  and the like  should be given priority. 

The Computer Centre has difficulty in attracting good staff.    Of the 

24 posts approved in February 1977 for the systems and industrial engineering 

and applications maintenance departments, only eight were filled in June 1977. 

Only one of the eight had been recruited in the four months from mid-February to 

mid-June.     Staff turnover has nevertheless fallen,  partly as a result of 

increased salaries and partly because restrictions imposed on computer imports 

have reduced the growth rate of the market for computer personnel. 

Two factors are thought to be responsible for the gaps in the Computer 

Centre's organization.    The first and more important one is that,  (in the 

opinion of the Computer Centre's management) despite salary increases in the 

past,   the renumeration package offered by them does not compare with what 

other centrée offer.    The second is that the Centre has what would be considered 

J 
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today a anali and obsoleta computar. Slyatama analyste and programara, who 

would prafar to work on machines that batter their prospects for further 

advancement, might well avoid SlPAD^s Computer Centre because they consider it 

a technological backwater. This disadvantage might be offset by a reputation 

for excellence, but the Computer Centre has still to acquire such a reputation. 

The magnitude of the long-term investment in computer hardware and in 

the effort of the Computer Centre and its users is an argument for high level 

guidance and support. It is recommended that responsibility for the policy 

for the development of computerization within §IPAD should be formally placed 

under a committee. The composition of such a committee could be as followst 

Chairman:  Deputy Director General of SlPAD 

Members:   President of the research and development RD 

Two others drawn from the top level SIPAD management, one 

at least being the President of a manufacturing HO 

Secretary: Director of the Computer Centre. 

Some modifications to the organization of the Computer Centre might help. 

There is a need for a small team - one person initially, but more if the 

computer is upgraded - whose responsibility it is to understand the operating 

system (driving software) and adapt it to the needs of the Centre. The team 

would also help in resolving the problems, generally encountered at the time 

of testing new programs, that arise as a result of the interaction between 

programs developed by the users and the driving software. This team should be 

attached to the Operations Department. It requires the highest level of 

technical competence in programming. 

In keeping with the autonomous structure of the management' system, the 

Computer Centre would need to sell its services to other OOURs. The Centre 

should therefore have systems salesmen. (At present the sales effort is 

largely the responsibility of the Director.) This will become particularly 

important when the Centre has specific packages it can sell. 

The Centre has about 800 tapes, twenty five disk packs and a number of 

manuals. These are not well maintained, partly because of shortage of 

apace and partly because the responsibility for maintenance is not specifically 

laid down. The investment in data is very substantial and its loss could lead 

to coat« well in excess of investment. The poet of a tape librarian for «ach 

J 
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shift is thought  desirable.    It would te his responsibility to ensure the 

proper maintenance and issue of tapes, disks and computer literature. 

Cno of the conee^uencei   of the lack of space is that magnetic tapes 

are left piled up on tables ir the computer room.    While it is understood 

that  the ¿eneral  question of new premises for the Computer Centre is under 

consideration,  immediate tl ought should be given to the housing and control 

of magnetic tapes and disks. 

Some applications that were developed  in the earlier stages of the 

Centre's life make excessive use of printer time.    Minor modifications to 

the programs and documents could considerably ease the pressure on the 

computer at periods of peak loading.    Savings of the order of 60-70JÉ of 

computer time are thought to  be possible in 3ome programs.    Time-consuming 

programs ai*d the scheduling of the computer for production work during the 

day elow down development work.    It is recommended that,   as far as possible 

long production runs should be scheduled during the second shift.    There is 

nc harm,  however,   i.i scheduling production runs of up to a maximum of half an 

hour during the morning shift,  provided it is understood that development 

must have priority. 

Any computer centre is analogous to a factory whose raw material ìB 

date and whose product is information.    Data processing operations therefore 

require the same kind of administrative skills as factory management.    It ìB 

felt that the management of the operations at the Computer Centre should be 
upgraded. 

Staff in the Centre should be encouraged to gain proficiency in English, 

because much of the literature is available only in English, and English has become 

the language for international  communication in this field.    As far as could 

be ascertained,  not one member of the staff of the Computer Centre was fluent 
in English. 

Only a few manuals for manufacturers»  software were available.    The Centre 

should have a complete set of all manuals for all manufacturer's software 

preferably in English,  so that no time is wasted when a particular job has to be 

done.    The lack of manuals made progress on the ~¡ ssion slower than it could 
have been. 
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The Standard factory 

The factory has two main departments.    7ho upholstery department 

produces armohairn and aofas (9056 of output),  and mattresses (10$ of output). 

The case-goods department makes knock-down furniture,  mainly wall units. 

The factory exports some of its products to Africa and Eastern Bu-'op«, 

but the main sales are domestic.    Ex-workB value of :-salea was Din 163.4 

million in '\97(->.    Projected turnover for I977  is Din ?58 million,  and  materiald 

purchased during the year are exiected to amount  to Din 137 million. 

Tie factory  employs 75O-8OO workers.    It hue so far made no use of 

computers,  but  the management felt  that  some of their production and inventory 

planning problems would bt> amenable to  computer solution. 

The existing system 

The existing' system of production planning ani inventox-^  control at the 

Standard factory starts with the annual plan.    This is the result of 

interaction between SIPAD Komerc,  R0 Jahorina  (of which the Standard factory 

is a part) and the Standard factory itself.    The implications of the annual 

plan with regard to requirements of manpower,  materials and machines are 

determined in the technical preparation section in the factory.    This information 

ie the basis for making the annual  contracts for materials, most of which 

come from within the SIPAD group. 

The annua]  plan does not distinguish between different veneer facings of the 

case goods or different colours for upholstery products.    Nor doe3 it  take 

into account  the projected stock levels at the end of the year to determine 

annual materials requirements. 

Production planned one to two months ahead is broken down into materinl 

requirements by department.    The document used for this shows the mat erial s 

required for each product to be manufactured and the dateB on which they are 

required on the shopfloor.    It  is supposed to be the authority for purchase. 

The following shortcomings were noteds 

(a) The purchase quantity is related to the quantity to be manufactured 
and not to convenient or economic lot sizes; 

(b) No account is taken of existing stocks;  so over-stocking cannot 
be corrected; 

v> 
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(c.}    The  time allowed in  some cases is too  .short  for bmring through 
normal   contractual   channels.    As  a remit,   the advantage of SlPAD's-  soliteti ve 
huyir*: strength  is lost  because  material;* must  be purchased :>oii wholesalers 
instead of T.anufaoturers at prices which can  be it much   as  icj?o higher. 
Although  the number of    tern» involved is relatively  amali,   a. 3e.ving of  1r$ 
en even ^ of purchases is worth a million dinars in I9V. 

In practice,   the buyers do   take 3ome E.CCOUU',  of the  stock position, 

orders placed,   and future demc.nd,   but   ther^ is no regulation laid dov.'n as +o 

now  this  should  te done.     JEIMS   tak.es account  of all   the  fad ors e.nd should 

over ome many of  the problems referred to. 

')r. the  biBis of the purchases  indent received from the technical 

preparation  department,   the buyers place orders with, the seller»,   eor.etimer. 

usin<¡?   :he supplier's order forms.     This leads to the normal   cycle of documentation» 

supplier's delivery note,   the factory's material-received note,   and the  seller'3 

invoice for payment. 

For production,   the plan  ìe   broken down into work  or< err,  (radni nulog) 

that  form convenient batches.     T'he  size of the batcher, is .tot  based on any 

specific  calculations to minimize  overall   costs,   cut rather by feel and 

expenei.' e.    This  is another likßiy  trea for  aa'     f L= . 

The  te;hnical preparation   lep ¡r.ment ,130 prepares the materials breakdown 

form  fo-   aa'h work   order and   '.he  requisitions to authorize production department« 

to withdraw the materials.    The act lai «fuantity drawn j.nd the : enaiaing 

balance are entered on the requisition by the storekeeper after which 1 he 

requisition ¿oes  t> bookeeping for  further processing.    It  is evident that there 

is mach needless duplication of  effort,  most  of which would be eliminated 

by computerization. 

The   bookkeeping section uses five Ascota ledeor posting machines for 
financial   aeooants and costing.    The cost ng 3yutem is bassd on planned prices 

for purchased materials (the difference between planned and actual prices being 

charged to a varia/.ce accountÌ   and points for work done.    The work order is the 

btsi > control document for product  costing and financial  control,  but the 

information is not ^vailable in time for corrective measi res to be taken. 

Nevertheless,   it   is worth noting;  that most of the information required for 

costing is also  required for production planning and inventory control  by GEIM8. 

The additional  cost of processing this information on the computer would be 

relatively small;   so the  exercise   would be worth while after the succesaful 
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iBti'oduction of GEINS if the resources released can be usefully redeployed. 

No major réorganisât ion is thought to be necessary as the result of 

the introtaction of GEIMS.    The existing planning staff on the ^eani set up 

to introduce GEIMS would continue to have their original  responsibilities, 

bu* would use GEIMS to carry theii out.    Jt  is recommended that this section of 

two or three people  should be the focal point of all communication with the 

Computer Centre and shoald be responsible for checking and correcting the 

date  flowing to  it.    The Computer Centre should designate a  single   person 

to be the  link with    he Standard factory on all matters concerning GETMS. 

In the longer term,  as nore joba can be handled by the computer,  organizational 

changes would become necessary in the factory as well. 

One problem was that materials and resources centres were not coded. 

Coding schemes had therefore to te developed quickly. The coding schemes 

developed and applied for SIPAu's OOURs, for purchased materials, finished 

products and intermediates in the Standard factory are given in annex III. 

A major consideration in developing these schemes was the need to base them 

on something familiar KO that decoding would be easy. In due course, when 

standardized codes are developed for SIPAP,  the schemes will have to be replaced. 

General observations 

A common complaint was that  storage ape.ee was lacking, and this was 

born«- out by observation.    It was felt that the problem, could be alleviated 

in two ways.    First,   th« space available could be better utilized through the 

use of suitable bins in the technical materials store and the use of racks 

or suitable handling equipment,  or both,  in the raw materials stores.  (Raw 

materials in the Standard factory means wood, boards and the like.    Technical 

material8 includes all other purchased materials.)    Second, a lot of space 

is used to store materials that will probably never be needed.    If these 

materials cm be disponed of or broken down for use, albeit inefficiently 

in the factory,  much needed space would be made available. 

Shortage of apace combined with poor handling methods and equipment 

leads to repeated handling of materials.    This not only wastes manpower but aleo 

increases losses in storage. 
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Matwials are often stored in unsecured areas and ara consequently 

frequently drawn without proper documentation.    This leads to waated effort 

in reconciliation and/or securing the necessary documento. 

It is estimated that a* any time 20JÊ of stookable i tema are not in 

stock.    The total   number of stockable items is probably between four and five 

thousand. 

The factory uses a system of stock-taking at the  end cf ench year. 

This ciuees a considerable peak load and work is disrupted for a week or tea 

days.   A continuous inventory system, where physical checking it> staggered 

throughout the year, has many advantages and is recommended for consideration. 

G EI MS 

GEIMS is a suite of 38 rrograms listed in annex IV developed by the 

computer manufacture." for production planning and control .    It was ohosen as 

the vehicle 1o introduce production planning and control within SIPAD because 

it was found to  cater for the production activities of a multi-stage batch- 

processing operation typical of the furniture snl  joinery industries.    The 

system can be divided iauo four main phases: 

(a) Inventory statua. Inventory movements are recorded and current 
status obtained; 

(b) Product  definition. The product structure i3 recorded in a level- 
by-level breakdown of a finished product or intermediate into its requirement» 
for resources of manpower, machines ani material» - both purchased and manufactured! 

(c) Order/demand. The status of orders to build up stock through 
purchases and manufacture i3 recorded along with the status of demands from 
customers and the factory that would run down stocks in the war"house; 

(d) Inventory and resource planning. The forward loading of resources 
and requirement of materials are reviewed day by day to indicate when stock 
replentishment orders should be placed and when and where resources will be 
in short  supply. 

For detallad information on G EI MS the reader should refer to the 

•Mwfacturer»•   literature (GEIMS Application Reriew, GEIMS Application 

Reference Manual,  3B-100 Resouroe Planning, and GEIMS program listings). 

The introduction of the system at the Standard factory iu well under way. 

Sufficient progresa has been made on all four phases that reaource planning for 

the "Standard" range of wall units is possible.    The first runs have already 
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beeri made,  but  final  checking of the product   structure and correction of errors 

or omissions will be tiece33Hcy before  i he de.l.a can be used for regular planning. 

Data collection for the  inventory planning phase  u about 60$ complete.    Work 

has yel   to  start for the upholstered range of products. 

In order to maintain the momentum generated during the mission covered 

by this report,   it might  be ufjeful to follow up with a further mission in 

autumn 1977i   timed i.o   o .incide with the first  n.eiiurr-term planning excercise. 

Traiai?i£ and familiarization 

As a part  if the  familiarization phase of the mission,  the expert visited 

six of  SIPAD's factories.    Brief reports of these visits are given in annex V. 

The general  picture that  emerged from the visita wa3 "hat it would be   iseful 

to   xmputeri/e inventory  control in meat cases.    Comp it en zed product ion planning 

would be worth while only in multi-prcduct  (e.g.  furniture £.nd joinery fr otonesl 

but was not  likely to  be  SD beneficial where the range of products was small 

(in the partici e-oo^rd  factories,  for  instance). 

Two  seminara were held to familiarize people in SIPAD with the work being 

done a"   the Standard factory and to give an i<iea of further possible computer 

applications to pro-action planning and inventory control.    The first  seminar 

was held  at the Standar!  factory on 29 April  1977  and was attended by  some 36 

people  from Standard and ERC.     Its purpose was to  explain how the system 

would operate and what   results it wo~ld give.    The  second seminar was held 

on 9 June 1977 and was attended by 22 people from other parts of SIPAD besides 

Standard and ERC.    Its purpose Wc.s to discuss the application of computers 

to production planning  and inventory control.     Ir. addition to these seminara 

individual  sessions were held with all  the senior counterparts to explain the GEIMS 

reports and how they could be  used. 

A question that was very frecfuuntly raised in discussions was the 

desirability o° independent computer facilities at factories, either through 

terminals or through independent in-house computers.    The answer would 

depend on such factors a3 the relative cost of data transmission and computer 

¡lower,  and the speed of response.    In general,  however, it would be more 

economical   to  start by   sharing computer facilities with other users through 

a service bureau or a central  compute: . 

J 
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In ']ipc\j3Bior.3 with SIPAD üianagement the view was voiced that there 

la insufficient  appreciation of v/ha4.  the computer car. do  for management a4, 

.•ill  levels.    Spreading a greater awareness of the possibilities of computers 

is ¿Jcion  -.E one or the major tasks of ERC and should bo taken up by them as 

soon as ri=sour?es permit.    ERC  should also try to drnw suitable candidates 

for their vacancies from within SIPAD and should accept  the addii ional training 

burden.    Tins may he a viable alternative to recruiting froii outside, which 

is proving difficul-i . 

Administrative arrangements 

The permanwni  project  administration should be  strengthened.    It would 

alno help if each expert was assigned an interpreter and was given priority 

in the use of the interpreter's time.    The interpreters could continue their 

work in the SIP4D pool when not required. 

Further work 

There are three areas for further work: 

(a) Routine accounting applications. These are within the competence 
and experience of existing elafi' at ERC, possibly supplemented by further recruit- 
ment.    The order of priority suggested is:  first,  in now factories;   second, 
in OOURs facing otaff shortages;  and hhird,  in other OOURs; 

(b) Medium-term planning. This involves the use of linear programming 
to make optimum use of projected resources in the forthcoming year.    The 
excercise is likely to prove beneficial  in multi-product factorise,  particularly 
if demand exceeds supply.    Interest has been expressed in this excercise in 
the joinery factory at  Sokolac and the furniture factory at  ViSegrad     For best 
results,  medium-term planning should be synchronized with the annual planning 
cycle.    In other words,   it  3hould start  in September/October; 

(c) Forest simulation.  In view of the need to plan forest management and 
development 30 years ahead,  the ability to try out a numb«r of alternative 
policies and strategies could affect future activities significantly.    The 
work could perhaps beBt be done i i collaboration with a university as a 
research project. 
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II.     RECOMMENDATIONS 

Reoommendations are given below in the order in whioh they appear in the 

text. 

1. Computerized produotion planning and inventory control  should be extended 

to all  furniture and joinery factories. 

2. Routine aooounting (bookkeeping,  payroll etc.) should be computerized in 

existing OOURs  so as to alleviate manpower shortages. 

3. New  faotories should have computerized systems from the  start. 

4. Administrative dooumentation,  prooedures and coding should be standardized 

throughout 3IPAD. 

5. Common ooding sohemes for materials - purohased and manufactured,  inoluding 

intermediates - should be adopted throughout SIPAD. 

6. A high-level committee should be  formed to determine oomputerization polioy 

and priorities and to monitor progress. 

7. A systems programming team  should be oréated a3 a part  of the oomputer ope- 

rations  seotion.    The team should oonsist initially of one very oompetent pro- 

grammer,   to enable the best use  to be made of the driving software and to 

resolve problems arising from its  interaction with programs under development. 

8. Speoifio attention should be given to sales of the  servioes of the oomputer 

centre. 

9. A tape librarian should be  provided during eaoh shift,  whose responsibility 

it  is to maintain and control magnetio data files and oomputer literature. 

10. Immediate attention should be given to providing adequate spaoe for oomputer 

tapes and disks to improve the  seourity of these data stores. 

11. The  first shift in the Oomputer Centre should be reserved as far as possible 

for development work. 

12. The  operations of the Computer Centre should be brought  together under a 

manager with considerable ability and of a sufficiently high oalibre. 

13. Computer Centre staff should be given incentives  to learn English. 

14«    The Computer Centre should try to get all manuals for all  software. 

produoed by the manufacturer    and related to the SIPAD computer. 

J 
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15«    All oommunioations concerning the introduotion of GEIM3 should be routed 

through a speoial team in the Standard factory to a designated person in the 
Computer Centre. 

16. The team mentioned in   15 would also be responsible for oheoking and 

oorreoting the data flowing to the Computer Centre. 

17. Consideration should be given to replaoing the present system of annual 

3tooktaking   by one of continuous inventory oheok<ng. 

18. A follow-up mission should be arranged to maintain the momentum generated 

so far, resolve any problems that have arisen, and oomplete the implementation 

of OEMS.    It is estimated that four to six months will be needed for this work. 

19. ERC should regard making management at all levels more aware of the possibi- 

lities of oomputers as an important part of its work. 
* 

20. ERC should tap resources within SIPAD to fill vaoanoies and should aooept 

the additional training burden. 

21. Annual planning using linear programming should be introduced on a trial 

basis in the Sokolac joinery faotory and in OOUR "Varda" in Visegrad. 

22. The possibility should be considered of starting a researoh programo» for 

forest simulation on the computer to evaluate different management strategies. 

_   ...  J 
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Annex I 

EXPERT'S JOB DESCRIPTION 

Post  titlet 

Duration! 

Date  requiredi 

Duty station! 

Purpose of project! 

Duties! 

Qualifications! 

Expert in applications of computers to production mana- 
gement and stock-keeping in the furniture and joinery 
industries 

Pour months 

As soon as possible 

Sarajevo and the site of a furniture or joinery plant in 
Bosnia-Herzegovina 

To assist in the development of the furniture and joinery 
industries of Bosnia-Herzegovina and the oreation of a 
oentre 

* 
The expert will be attached to the SIPAD Computer Centre 
(which will eventually be incorporated in the  centre  to 
be oreated).     The expert will be responsible to the na- 
tional projeot  direotor and will,  in collaboration with 
the director of  tht»  Computer Centre and his national  staff, 
introduo«  aomputerisert production management and -toc'c- 
keeping procedures in one of Bosnia-Herzegovina's  furni- 
ture or   joinery plants.    Specifically,  the expert will 
be expected toi 

1. Review the  pie sent  Mechanized methods used for  stook- 
keeping (including purchases and sales) and production 
planning and control. 

2. Recommend any change s that have to be introduced so 
that the prooedure3 may be computerized. 

3. Develop and teat the programme for these procedures 
which must also be applicable to other similar plants. 

4. Superviae   the gradual introdiction of the computerized 
eye tern in the plant. 

5. Recommend any other assistance needed to assure the 
development of computerized systems in the plant, 
and in the furniture and joinery industry of Bosnia- 
Herzegovina in general. 

The expert will also be expected to prepare a report, 
setting out  the findings of his mission and his recommen- 
dations to the Government on further action tliat might 
be taken. 

Computer scienoe    specialist with considerable experienoe 
in developing and introducing programmes for ntock-keeping 
and production management. 

Language! English;    French aoc-ptable. 
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Background informatior:I     The furniture and joinery   ndnstries of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina  contribute about 8 per oent to +he 
Republic's gross natjouil product, and represent over 
4 per oent of its exports.    An ambitious five-year 
development plan is being implemented to double the 
production of furniture to attain Din 2,000 million 
and inorease the work foroe fron. 6,000 to 9,000 persona. 
This plan oa.lls for an investment of Din 800 million. 
Joinery production will inorease from 200 million 
io Din ^50 million and the work foroe will treble  to 
attain 4,500 persons.    Investments Din 950 million 
is foreseen for joinery plants.    SIPAD, a oo-operative 
integrated forest industry organization consisting 
of 1?6 factories and employing 55>OO0 persons, aooounts 
for 65 per oent of saw-milling and 85 per cent of the 
final products of the wood industries of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina.     The Government of Bosnia-Herzegovina 
and the SIPAD organisation have duoided to oréate a 
"Centre for the Development of the Furniture and 
Joinery IndUBtry" to oater for the 38 existing furni- 
ture and joinery plants within the organization, and 
have retniested UNDP/UNIDO assistance in the development 
of this industrial sector and the establishment of 
this Centre.     It is tc have the following departments 1 
technology,   quality oontrol and documentation,  design, 
marketing and engineering, and organization services. 

The SIPAD Design Centre is to be incorporated in the 
above Centre onoe it hae been established.    It has a 
HONEYWELL series 100,model   120 computer with a 32 k 
oapaoity,   3 disk units, 4 tape units and the necessary 
ancillary hardware, and employs about 30 persona.    It 
Í3 planned to use part of the computer's unutilif-el 
oapaoity for production, management and oontrol, and 
stook-keeping in some of the larger furniture and 
joinery factories of Bosnia and Herzegovina. 
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AniTx II 

THE SIPAS COMPUTER CENTRI 

*•    Main itene of «qui »en t 

Coaputer 

Honeywell 0120 CPU with 32 k byte memory (k - 1024) 

Disc unit with control  (DSC-161) - 7.68 m byte storage, 
256 k byte/sec transfer rate 

Disc units (DCU-I60) - 7.68 m byte storage, 
256 k byte/sec transfer rate 

Tape unit (MTM-163) - dual density l,6OO/80O bpi, 
transfer rate 30/15 k byte/sec 

Tape units (MTS-I63) - 1,600 bpi, 
transfer rate 30 k byte/sec 

Printer (PRT-14T) - 1,100 1pm, I36 print positions, 
dual carriage transport 

Card reader (CRZ 111) - 400 epa 

Data preparation 

Key-tape unita (9OI-5OO B) 

IBM 029 non-printing punches 

IBM 059 verifiers 

Honeywell P 100 programmer's printing punoh 

Forms burster 

Decollator 

Stori 

one 

one 

two 

one 

three 

Tapes 

Diso pmoka 

one 

one 

four 

three 

two 

one 

one 

one 

about 800 

about 25 

V-   J 
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<?•    Apalioa/tions 

The Computer Centre works two shifta, five dayn a week.    About 80jl of its 

work is devoted to SIPAD Komero.    The main applications %rei 

(a) Sales and purchase aooountsj 

(b) Aooouriting of taxes on sales and purchases payable to the State, 
tlie republic and the communes; 

(c) Provision of statutory statistics for sooial monitoring.    These 
include assets,  funds, personal income  (lioni  dohodak), and various financial 
ratios.    Essentially this means the preparation of detailed quarterly balanoe 
sheets that are provided at three leve 1st    SIPAD Kombinat, RO and OOUR.    The 
basic information is submitted by OOURs and consolidated by the Computer Centre| 

(d) Aocounting for retail shops.    There are over 200 shops and about 
60,000 aooounts.    3asio inputs are bills and cheques and four kinds of adjust- 
ments or corrections.    Twenty-five reports are produoed in the following four 
oategoriest 

(i)    Control of input - two reports ; 

(ii)    Sales by shops - five reports; 

(iii)    Buyer's statvs (payment of instalments, warnings sent, legal 
action taken, etc.) - 15 reports ; 

(iv)    Communications with buyers - three reports; 

(e) Payroll and personnel information.    Thirty-six reports oover 2-3,000 
people working in two ROs  (SIPAD Komero and SIPAD IRC).   Extensions are being 
negotiated. 

The remaining 20JÍ of oomputer time is divided between development work and 

the following regular jobsi 

(a) Forest Inventory.    This is based on a $% sample, a oirole of 25 m 
diameter being sampled in a 100 m square grid.    Eaoh year,   100,000 hectares 
are sampled.    The information gathered oovers not only timber but all forms of 
forestry information.    An accuracy    of    +    2% is claimed with 95JÉ confidence. 
The information is used in planning forest activities; 

(b) The annual cutting plan. 

Pros time to time the oomputer has been used for oritioal-path analyses 

for the construction of factories (at Sokolao, Bosanaka Krupa and KljuS) and 

roads.    It has also been used for some statistioal work. 
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Am0* *T? 

CODING SCHEMES 

Codes developed for SIPAD1s COUR'a 

This is a four digit  code of which the first two digita represent  the RO 

and the next two the OOUR with the RO.    OOURs are numbered consecutively! 

the order has no speoial significance.    The proposed codes for all §IPAD ROs 

and for all OOURs of "Jahorina" are as follows I 

First diifit jgair 

SIPAD top nanagement (00-09) 

00 
• 
SIPAD Kombinat Sarajevo 

"Servioe" ROs (10-39) 

10 Inîenjering Zvornik 

11 IRC Sarajevo 

12 SIPAD Komerc Sarajevo 

«Production« RO's (40-99) 

40 "Jahorina" Sarajevo 

41 "Romanija" Sokolac 

42 "Maglio*" FoSa 

43 "Veleî" Mostar 

44 "Konjuh" Zivinioe 

45 "Bira8" Vlasenioa 

46 "Majevioa" Brffke 

47 "Ko/ara" Bosanska Gradiîka 

48 "Sebeïiô*" Travnik 

49 "Janj" Donji Vakuf 

50 "Sator" GlamoB 

51 "Orme5" Drvar 

52 "Klju5° KljuS 

53 "Una" Bosanska Krupa 

54 »Oltrelj" Bosaneki Petrovao 

55 "Celpak" Prijedor 

56 "Sana" Sanski Moat 
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Seooad diírit pair 

"Jahorina" OOURs (RO 40) 

01 Forestry Pale 

02 Pioocsaing Pale 

03 Initial processing 3rednje 

04 Initial prooeaeing 11 ijal 

05 Boards and veueor Ilijaî 

06 Assembly IliJal 

07 "Igman" forestry Hadfiái 

06 Wood proteasing Hadzlof 

09 "Treskavioa"  forestry Trnovo 

10 Processing Trnovo 

11 Plyiiood Blalaj 

12 Cardboard Blatuj 

13 Veneer 31atuj 

14 Forestry Kalinovik 

15 Wood prooessing KH]inovik 

16 "Standard"  furniture 
factory Sarajevo 

17 Initial prooessing Var^l 

18 Forestry Varel 

19 Final prooessing Varel 

20 Transport Varel 

21 Forestry Fojuioa 

22 Initial processing Fojnioa 

23 Final processing Fojnioe 

Katarial oodea for the   Standard   faotory 

For the material oodes two faotors vre re of particular importanoei spaed 

of development, and the need to make use of existing oodes wherever possible. 

The oode is restricted to the  15 plaoes that C-EIhß permits. 

Pur phased mataríais 

In aooordanoe with current praotioe at the   Standard    faotory, purohaaad 

mataríais are divided into three oategoriest 
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(|)    Subcontracted materials - generally suboontraoted to the other OOUts 
within SIPAD, 

(b)    Basio raw mataríais - wood, partióle board and plywood) 

(o)   Teohnioal materials - all other materials, including sorews, glues, 
fasteners, fittings,  spares, and general stores. 

For all these materials an eight digit oode has been adopted, based on the 

item oodes ourrently used in the warehouses.   A oard is maintained for eaoh 

item in the teohnioal store, with a five digit numerio oode, approximately as 

followsi 

..0 - 999 Fuels and lubricants 

1000 - 1999 Coloured metals 

2000 - 2999 Glass 

3000 - 3999 Hardware (sorews, nuts, bolts eto.) 

4000 - 4999 Tools 

5000 - 5999 Eleotrioal materials 

6000 - 6499 Bearings 

6500 - 6999 Varnishes 

7000 - 7999 Chemioals and plastics 

8000 - 8999 Wooden items (brushes eto.) 

9000 - 9499 Papar 

9500 - 9999 Textiles 

10000- 10999 Rubber items 

11000- Automobile spares 

Oooasionally it is found that a oode number has to ba subdivided to maintain 

oontinuity - to distinguish between sorews of the same type made of different 

alloys, for example.    Garda numbered 3055/1,3055/2 and 3055/3 oould therefore 

exist.    The proposed sonarne allows for five digits to take the oard oode, one 

digit to allow for any subcode and two further digits as a referenoe (to be 

used in this oase to identify the buyer).    The following coding soheme is 

proposed for teohnioal mataríais i 
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111111 
Position    123456789012345 

Blank (reserved for future development) - 7 

Warehouse oard identification oode - 5   

Warehouse oard subdivision number - 1   

Buyer reference - 2   

il 

Essentially the same oode structure has been proposed for basic raw 

materials and subcontracted items, exoept that the letter "S"  (sirovine - 

raw materials) is the first character of the code.    This is followed by four 

digits to allow for the oard number,  one digit to allow for subdivision of a 

given oode and two digits for the buyer.    The oodes are right-justified. 

Manufactured products 

Manufactured products are divided intoi 

(a) Finished produots (items that are ultimately sold)» 

(b) Elements  (items that remain unchanged in the finished produot - the 
door of a wardrobe  in a wall unit,   for instance)5 

(c) Intermediates  (items that are  further changed in the process of 
manufacture ). 

Codes for all manufactured products are left-justified.    A mixed alphabetio 

and numeric scheme has been adopted for ease of applioation. 

Finished produots 

It is understood that   this  is a national oatalogue in whioh eaoh finished 

produot of the    Standard   faotory has a unique number.    The proposed ooding 

scheme for finished produots is based on this number.    However, the oataloque 

number does not differentiate between different finishes of the same style of 

produot.    A one-door wardrobe of the style"Standard'î for example, would have 

the same oode regardless of whether the finish is teak, nut or oak.    The ooding 

Boheme proposed allows for these distinctions (whioh are vital both to'the 

customer and for production planning). 

The scheme is as follows 1 

The first character is "F" for finished produot.    This is followed by the 

numerioal oode of the produot in the national oatalogue.    Two alphabetio 

oharaoters then follow for eaoh of various features of the finish.    The feature 

J 
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could be type of wood and type of veneer  for wall units,   or type of textile 

and colour for upholstered furniture.    A  typioal oode would bei 

Position 

Finished product 

dumber in national catalogue (standard one 
door wardrobe) _________________________ 

Tik (teak) finish 

Fajnlajn (fineline) veneer 

111111 
123456789O12345 
POO   1   1  T I  F A 

Elements 

The proposed coding scheme for elements identifies  the elements by their 

physioal characteristics and without reference  to the  finished products  into 

which they go.    This could be of value to designers.    The  scheme is outlined 

below. 

The  firjt character - the letter "E" for elements - is followed by an 

alphabetic code for the  element of one or more characters.    For wall units, 

the Standard factory had already devised the following codes,  which will be 

used! 

L for doors 

S for stranioa (side) 

H for horizontal (top or bottom) 

P for polioa (shelf) 

etc. 

The element code is followed by the main dimensions  (in centimetres to the 

nearest centimetre) separated by "X".    The dimensions are followed by an alpha- 

betic oode for the surface finish.    This coding is on the same basis as   that for 

finished products. 

The  final code is a serial number to distinguish between itemB that are 

different but would otherwise have the  same oode   ^e.g.   a left and a right 

element,  or elements whose dimensions differ in such a way as not to be reflected 

in the ooded dimensions).    A hyphen "-"  is used as a separator when a code is 

omitted beoause it is not relevant. 

J 
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A typioal oode might bei 

Position 
1 1 1 

123456789012 
BL60X43TIPAO 

1 1 1 
3 4 5 
1 

Element 

Door 

Dimensions 60 om x 43 cm 
i.e.   595 mm - 604 nun length 

425 mm - 434 nun width 

Tik (teak)  

ñM&ÜL (fi»"«») 

Serial number   

or 
L 6 0 X 4 3-01 

Separator to indioate that surface 
deeoription is not relevant 

The ooding soheme for intermediates is based on the same principles as 

are used for elements.    It is as follows! 

The first letter is P for poluproizvod (semi-finished or intermediate). 

This is followed by an alphabetic code of one or more letters indioatin« the 

main materials used.    The following oodes are usedt 

B for bridna (edge) 

D for dekoraoija lajsne (decoration) 

P for furnjr (veneer) 

L for leaonit (hardboard) 

M for masivno drvo (solid wood) 

P for plastika (plastio) 

S for Iperploqa (plywood) 

V for iverioa (partióle board) 

V would stand for partióle board on its own, VF for veneered partióle board «to. 

J 
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The material oode is follewd by th« siffiifioant dimena ione.    The dimensions 

are followed by an alphabetic oode to describe the surfaoe  or finish of the 

intermediate.    This is followed by a serial number to differentiate between 

items whioh would otherwise have the same oode.    In the  oaae of intermediates 

it nay also be neoessary to distinguish between two different stages where 

none of the ooded characteristics ohange,   this is done by adding a further 

serial - a sub-number after "a".       This would be neoessary,  for e Ample,   to 

distinguish between a lacquered and unlaoquered part. 

An example of coding of an intermediate  ist 

111111 
Position    123456789012345 

PVP6OX43-01.   1 

Poluproizvod (intermediate) 

Iverjoa (particle board] ______ 

Furnir (veneer) _______________ 

Dimensions in oentimetres 

Separator to show that facing classification is not done 

Serial number      '  

Sub-number to indicate a different stage  (in this oaae 
the intermediate has not been through surfaoe treatment) 

Dummy or shorthand oode s 

Dummy oodes are used to save writing for often repeated combinations of 

items in a produot structure.    The letter X is used to indicate a dummy item. 

The first letter indioates the kind of materials being combined and corresponds 

to the first letter of the material oode, except that for purohaaed materials it 

is "S".    This is followed by a four digit serial. 

Position    12 34 5 6 789a 1 HÜ 
X 0 0 0  1 

Basio (or purchased) material 

Dummy indicator ____________ 

Serial number 
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Codes for reBOUTONS 

Por resouroe planning, it is neoesBary to oode resources of machinery and 

manpower. QEIÍB allows for a fifteen character oode made up aa followsi 

(a) Department - four digita} 

(b) Section - four digits} 

(c) Resource identifier - seven digits 

The Standard factory's existing coding soheme is used as far as possible 

for departmental coding. It is a three-digit numeral and is right justified. 

Sinoe there were no further subdivisions in the Standard coding soheme, 

it was decided to use the "seotion" oode to identify the phase of production 

(paoking, assembly, board processing, surfaoe finishing, and so on). This is 

a two-digit right-justified numeral. The resource itself is left-justified} 

its first character is R (for radnik) if the resouroe is a worker, or M if it 

is a machine. The next two characters are two letters that identify the 

machine type and the next two characters are numerals to distinguish between 

different varieties of a given machine type. The last two digits denote the 

worker category and are not used for machines. Worker categories are linked 

with the hourly payment rates and provide links for costing ¿n the future. 

A typical oode oould be» 

Position 
111111 

123456789012345 
IOOO5RBLOIO4 

Department code 

Production phase 

UJ 

R for radnik (worker) 

BL for brasilioa (sanding) and machine number 

Worker oategory (4) ____________________ 

__... J 
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Anns* IV 

QEIKS PROGRAMS 

PXINTIR 

pxnrrs 
PXINT2R 

PXFM1R 

pxmiM 

PXFMB 

PXFM2R 

PXNÜR 

PXOD 
PXOD2R 2R) 

PXILR 

PXPLR 

PXIPLR 

PXI3 

PXRL 

PXRRL 

PXMULR 

PXOCD1) 
PXOODS) 
PX0OE2) 

PX0OD1) 
PXC0D6) 
PX0OD2) 

Purpose 

INITIAL MASTER PILE CREATION 

Initial loading of material and resouroe master information 

Sort 

Elimination of duplicate reoords 

MAINTENANCE OP MASTER AND PRODUCT STRUCTURE PILES 

Recording and preliminary editing of file update data 

Macro manipulation 

Sort 

Updating master files 

UPDATING INVENTORY INFORMATION 

Reoording stock ohanges - reoeipts, dispatches, 
withdrawals and adjustments 

MAINTENANCE OF ORDER AND DEMAND FILtiS 

Reoording orders and demands and produoing bills of 
materials for released orders 

REPORTS PRODUCED 

Inventory list 

Parts liet 

InHented parts list 

Iteri status 

Resouroe list 

Resources required liât 

Where-used list 

Open order 
and 
demand lists 

Closed 
order 
and 
demand lists 
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Ï12ÊOÊJÊÊI PUIPOBW 

PXIPIR) 
PXIP3 ) 
PXIP2R) 

Iuventory planning 

PXRP1) 
PXRPS) 
PXRP2) 

Rtßouioe planning 

PX1M) 
FXlt/B) 
PXIM2) 
PXIH3) 

Produot costing 
and 
Coat implosion 

DISK FILE H0U3EŒEPEJG 

PXCOKPl) 
PX0OWP2) 
PXOC1T3) 

Fil* oompression programs 
to éliminât- unwarted 
records for >-ffioient 

PXCOKP4) 
PXCOD3 ) 

procesoing 
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Annex V 

VISITS TO FATTORTIS 

A number of fact-ry visits vere arranged as a part of the programme of 

familiarization with SIPAD's activities.    'Ito opportunity was taken during th* 

visits to make a quick assessment of the desirability of computerising produotion 

planning and inventory control. 

QCUR "Meresa", Kon jig 

OuUR "Neretva" les i~.s own forestry,  tranpport and sawmilling departments. 

A furniture factory is being built that is intended to continue the local 

tradition of wood oarving.    The    sawmilling    and related activities were seen, 

as were  nome  designs typical  of the proposed production in the new factory. 

The  sawmill handles ?0,000 m3 per year of round wood.    The OOUR also sell» 

80,000 Ií
J
 of unsawn logs. 

1'hp  following viewp were formed regarding computerizationt 

(a) Computerized iuventory control is likely to be worthwhile for mainte- 
nance and general stores items} 

(b) Computerized production planning is not likely to be worthwhile at 
this stage of sawmilling} 

(c) Computerization of both produotion planning and inventory control would 
be worthwhile in the new factory and should,  if possible, be introduced from the 
start. 

RQ "Vêlez".Mostar 

The sawmill, plywood factory and the main warehouse were seen.    "VeleS" is 

one of 20 ROs within SIPAD and has  10 factories.    Two more are due to start 

operations during 1977«    a facotry to make 200,000 pieces a year of solid wood 

chairs in Nevetinje and one to make furniture based on traditional styles in 

Konjic".    The RO employe 2,800 workers.    Annual turnover is Din 36O million 

exports - mainly of sawn beeoh and fir-aooount for 25* of this figure.    Two 

new export-oriented faolories are planned.    These will export 50* of their 

produotion.    The OOURe of the RO produoe sawnwood (ooniferous and hardwoods), 

joinery products and boards.    Mostar has two faotoriesi    a sawmill handling 

18,000 m3 of logs (65* fir), and a plywood factory prodwing 6,000 m   of 

plywood of classical quality and dimensions.    Approximately 100 final produots 

are produoed. 
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Because the  smphadi.ï  in the paut had bfien on primary conversion and  thu 

r.tw materiale were under   tht OR1:' owr oont.rol,  problems of planning wara rot 

3ignificani.    Witti the mov   towards eid products  for  sale to the  al tímate user, 

hoover,  plarning  is likely to need more attention     Inventory contro]  of spares 

an'1 other inaintenance materials wa? meritionei as a possible problem area. 

Thfc ware h >u se wa¡¿ well  It id out find well  maintained.    Capacity cou] i be 

increased by using metal bins of varying size 5 to stock iteras that rehire 

little space. 

The  following viewe were forced regarding computerisation» 

(a) Computerization of production planning and  ü./entoiy control i¿ 
likely to Ve beneficial in both new factories and should bo  introduced fro:n the 
fctart,   if possible: 

(b) Computerisation of inventory control for maintenance and general 
store    items is likely lo be worthwhile« 

(e)    Comi uteri'.ation  of production planning in  the 3awmill3 and plywood 
factories  is net  likely to be worthwhile at   .his stage. 

0011R "Varda",  Vife¿rad (Two visits) 

The  '"Varda"  factory wa;3 commissioned  in its presant form in July 19"6 to 

produce   iolil-woo 1 fornitore for export an'  for  luti  domeotio "laricet.    An drier 

factory i:; being convsrled  l'or  'he  t. u ufactiu'O  of toys and will use off—onte 

from the  furniture  factory as a major raw material.    At present,   70% of the 

factory':; production io being exported - mainly to Sweden and West Germany - 

but the plan for   the year is to export 50% of production.    There  is considerable 

flexibility in the mix of woods  (coniferous and hardwoods)  t)¡at the  factory oan 

use.    At present the mix is 50% of each.     Production is divided into three linesi 

(a) A board line,  occupied 70%, working a single shift; 

(b) A sawing liie,   occupied 85%, working two 3hifts» 

(0)    A carving line,   oocupied 60%,  working a single shift. 

Furniture sales are seasonal. The holiday months from mid-June to the end 

of August are relatively slack. The period from September to January is marked 

by a high level of sales to householders. The months from February to mid-June 

are average, with the tourist season making up to some extent for reduoed sales 

to householders. 

"Varda *s" documentation and control system for produotion and inventory is 

very well oonoeived and integrated. "Varda" is well plaoed to computerize and 

should benefit from doing so. 



One key J.roiil-:-m vas   the   time and effort   required to translate market 

requir* vie^t:    Luto production re ¡uix-am^nts,   aad production requirements iato 

resource  requirem« ni s  of narrower,   machines  and materials.     Consequently,   this 

arría  .-.houlu   be J he   :• tartii ¿- poinL  for con.pnteriz-iti.on in "Varda",   and  further 

dfvrelopneni   • houl<î   stem f ,oni il.     The  developme  1 priorities  should lie 

approximately   is   follows! 

(a) Matur.   1 and resource breakdov'n; 

{h) Resource  ,Ianning fjr production control; 

(o) liven'-ory plani dng for production  control; 

id) 3tock accounting; 

(e) Purchasing and purchase account; 

(f) Salary payr.ents ;.,nd manpower accounts; 

(g) Labour efficiency and control; 

(n) Machine  itilization. 

Items   fa) and   (d)   :onld be  ini roduc« d gradua''ly during 1977   (subject   to 

resources  being a vai lab le vith the Computer  Centre).     Item (f)  could be 

developed during 1978.    The response  time for these activities is  such that the 

3IPAD Computer Centre at  Saraj vo can un 1ertake  the worl   without  the need for 

any terminal;.- -it the plani,  in ViSègrad. 

It wa;i  thought that "Varda" might need terminals in  1977 and intelligent 

terminals  in   1no1.     This assessment  is based on the time required for an orga- 

nization to refine progressively its use of a system until   it can benefit  from 

fast response  times.    The assessment is tentative and a member of imponderables 

could affect  the timings suggested. 

Another area where benefit  from computer usage  was   thought   to be possible 

is annual   planning.    Here it was found that estimated  narket demands exoeeded 

the capacity of the  factory because of a shortage of resouroes.    The application 

of linear programming techniques would not  only provide the optimum produci, mix 

for the  factory, but uo ild also indicate areas for management action.    This 

activity 3hould be  synchronized with the next planning cyole;    work would need 

to start  early in August in order to provide  the first plan by Ine end of 

September. 

It is recommended that "Varda" and HtC should work along the  lines indioateó 

above. 
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i '   i    ovillen'*-   i-ha*  -i. standardization o? oy.jtemo and oodeo  for similar 

¡.etivi tito   tAroughoui   Í3IPAD is violi worth pursuing.    This is partioularly so 

h'-ioau se manpower re sourot* s-.  in systeirs development will always be in short 

aippjy,  ,-irul effort  .'avtil  there ¡jhould yield benefits  far beyond the  savings  in 

direct  cost::. 

RQ "Romanija",  ookolac 

HO "Romanija" has   18 OOURE naàn up as  follows I 

Foren try 4 
Sawmills 4 
Joinery 4 
Particle board 1 

Transport 3 
Building 
construction 1 

Workers welfare 1 

The management of seven of these OOURs -is in Sokolac, whioh is also the 

headquarters of the RO.    The RO employs 5*500 workers and has an annual turnover 

of Tin  1,000 million.    It bas its own forestry,  sawmilling and finishing plants. 

"Romanij -," makes no furniture.    :>okolac has a 30 year tradition in joinery, 

but "Romanija's" joirory faotory was built only three years ago.    Tho partiole- 

board factory wae  started in  1960 and renovated in 1976. 

TVie pari iole-board factory is highly automated and manufactures boards in eight 

thickriesse   ,   one width and two .lengths.    The factory works three shifts,   330 

days in the year.    It has a daily capacity of 200 m    of partióle board 

(66,000 m    a year). 

The joinery factory produces 60,000 doors and windows a year of whioh one 

thiid aie for contract and two thirds for direot sales on the market.    There are 

PO-100 different products (without allowing for differences in colour or 

fitting) - an intensive  range.    It was evident that considerable study has gone 

into the handling of laterials and work in both factories. 

The following views were formed regarding computerization! 

(a)    Considerable benefit might be derived from applying linear programing 
teohniques to meliun-term (about one year) planning for the  joinery factory, 
beoause of the variety of produoüon and beoause demand exoeeds supply} 
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(b)    Tb« ooaputtrination of short-term production planning and inventory 
oontrol is likely to be worthwhile in the joinery faotoryi 

(o)    The computerization of inventory oontrol for maintenance mterials 
and general stores is likely to be worthwhile in the partióle board-faotory. 
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Annex VI 

STANDARD FACTORY - ORGANIZATION 

Director of the COUR 

A. Conaarcial eector:    Director 

Sales services:     Chief, responsible fort 

External sales 
Export 
Retail 
Advertising 
Invoice typing service 
Finished products on stock 

Purchasing services;    Chief,  responsible for: 

Purchasing in Yugoslavia 
Import 
Typing services 
Stock of raw material 
Stock of other materials 

Transportation services:    Chief, responsible for: 

Dispatcher 
Cashier 
Services 
Transportation means (vehicles) 

B. DsvslopBsnt sector:    Director, responsible for: 

Harket research 
Designing 
Technology 
Investment s 
Construction development 
Calculations 
Technical and economical analysas 
Prototypes production 

C. Production sector: Director 

Technical preparation: Chief, responsible for: 

Technical working out 
Working out of constructions 
Material norms 
Time norms 
Operative planning 
Timings 
Calculations 
Release 

Tsohnioal oontrol:    Chief, responsible for: 

Analyses 
Finished products oontrol 
External control 

_ - J 
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Maint«nanee i     Chief,  responsible for: 

Foremen 
Dispatcher 
Planning records 
Machine maintenance 
Installation maintenance 
Building maintenance 

Furniture production;    Chief, responsible for: 

Dispatcher 
Keeping records in plants 
Transportation 

Primary conversion:     Chief, responsible for: 

Foremen 
Timber drying 
Grading 
Tool shop 
Internal  transport 
Panel processing I 
Solid wood processing 
Panel processing II 

Finialune:     Chief,  responsible for: 

Foremen 
Internal  transport 
Surface finish 
Assembly 
Packing 

Upholstery:     Chief, responsible for: 

Di spat cher 
Foremen 
Mill records 
Prototype production 
Cutting of synthetic foam 
Transportation 
Textile cutting and sewing 
"Bonel" line 
"Molt" line 
"Sanel" line 
Compound club set line 
Common club set line 
Polyureathane production 

»•     KM»0*** *«ctor;    Director 
Accounting department:    Chief, responsible fort 

Head bookkeeper 
Financial bookkeeper 
Purchase bookkeeper 
Fixed assets bookkeeper 
Bookkeeping for workshops 
Canteen bookkeeping 
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Salariée calculation 
Suspensions 
Mécanographe 
Typing 
Cashier 
Liquidator's office: 

Financial  codini' 
Instalment  Ioana 
Meoanography 

Chief,   responsible for: 

Planning and analyses:    Chief,  responsible for: 

Economic analyses 
Planning 

E.    Sector for management   services:     Director,   responsible for: 

Self-manarement and lefal  services 
Work protection 
Staff servícea 
Common services 
Security 
Canteen services 

W- — _ _. J 
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SEMINAR FOR "STANDARD" FACTORY 

A Seminar was given at "STANDARD" factory on 29 April I977 to familiari« 

the management and workers at all level« concerned with the system being 

developed, how it would operate and what results it would provide.    The 

seminar was held under  the chairmanship of Mr. Tihomir Drakuliê,  Director 

of OOUR TN "STANDARD".     About forty people attended. 

The seminar was based on a number of transparencies prepared by the 

•xpert for use with an overhead projector. The contents of these slides 

is reproduced on the following pages. 

.J 
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1.   PLANIRAIÍJE 

PROIZVODUJU 

I 

KONTflOLA 

ZALIHA 

PRODUCTION 

PLANHIIIG 

6 
IIIVJSiíTOUY 
CONTROL 

2. CILJ OBJECTS 

- ObjaSnJenji 
sistema 

To explain 
the system 

Predvidjanje 
poteSkoóa 

To foresee 
difficultiea 

Procjena 
buducih z aht java 

-To assess 
futur« needa 

j.     Ota s« 
•ole 
oíekivati 
od 
plañir anja 
proievodnje 
i 
kontrole 
salina. 
T 

What 
should 
a 
production 
planning 
ft 

control 
systaa 
achieve 
T 

j 



A.   riíOHLüIlI PHOBLEÎ'iS 

1.   Vrcr.e  i  m por za 

od red ,j i va • \ ,j G  r.n t avi,) al a f 

radne ana( ;c,un.:";ina 

potrcbnih  za jedan naloc 

ili  ,je  taj  pian r^oizvodnjo 
vrlo vico!:. 

1,  Time and effort to 

determino natorial, 

nanpov/er °. machine 

requirements ^f an  order 

or a production pian 
is very high. 

2. luje ¡nojuúe proveriti 

r aspe 1 o T; i vest rcsv.rsa 

(matcri,]-ila i dru^bc) 
prema zahtevin.a» 

2.It is not possible  to check 

availability   of  resources 

(material and  others) against 

requirements• 

HEZlIL'i'ATI RESULTING  IN 

1.  Prekidi proizvodnje 1.   Interruptions  to production 

2.  Odlacanje  izvrSenjn 

naloga 
2.  Delays in meeting 

orders 

3»  Hogucnost  prihvatanja 

naloga koji se ne inogu 

izvríiti 

3.  Possibility  of accepting 

orders that  cannot  be 
met 

4. Kogucnost odbijanja 

naloga koji so niocu 

ievrSiti 

4.  Possibility  of refusing 

orders that  can be 

met. 

J 
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5.  OBüZBEüITI 

INFORKACTJE O TOME 
PHOVIDE 

INFORMATION ON 

KOJI 

RE3UÜSI: 

radna snaga 

ma/5 ine 

materijali 

•u potrebni 

V/IIAT 

RESOURCES 

of 

manpower 

machines 

materials 

are needed 

KADA 

•u potrebni 
WHEN 

they are needed 

KADA 

jo potrebno preduzeti 

korake da se oni obezbede 

WHEN 

action is needed 

to get them 

TAKO DA 

SE ZADOVOLJI ZAHÏEV 

SA THZIÖTA 

SO THAT 

MARKET DEMAND 

IS SATISFIED 

6.   ZAPISIVANJE RECORD 

Donogenjo 

odluka 
Decisions 

taken 

REVIZIJA REVIEW 

Implikacije 
donetih 
odluka 

Implications 
of 
decisions 
taken 

  J 
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7.    PREDLOÊENI 

8ISTEM 

THE 

PROPOSED 

SYSTEM 

POSMATHANO SA 

8TAH0VIGTA 

ZALIHA 

SEEN PROM THE 

POINT OP VIEV/ 

OF STOCKS 

PROIZVODNJA I 

NARUDZBE POVEÓAVAJU 

ZALIIIE 

PRODAJA I IZDAVAUJE 

TVORNICI SMAEJUJU 

ZALIHE 

PRODUCTION AND 

PURCHASES INCREASE 

STOCKS 

SALES AND ISSUES 

TO FACTORY 

REDUCE STOCK 

8. MI DAJEtIO JEDAN 

MODEL SISTEMA 

U KOMPJUTERU. 

OVAJ MODEL DAJE 

SLIKU OSNOVNIH 

KARAKTERISTIKA 

SISTEMA. 

WE SET UP A MODEL 

Ol? THE SYSTEM IN 

THE COMPUTER. 

THIS MODEL DEPICTS 

THE ESSENTIAL 

FEATURES OF THE 

SYSTEM. 
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9.   KOMPJUTER KADI 

UNAZAD OD 

VREMEIIA KAU ZAIITEV 

TREBA  ZAVRf'ITI, 

DA BI  ODHKDIO 

KOJE MATERIJALE I 

DRUGE RESURSE TREBA 

OBEZBEDITI U 

RAZLIÖITO VREI-ÎE. 

OHI  SE POREDE SA 

HA3P0L0ÍIVIH MATERIJALIMA 

I  RESUßSIKA I MOGUCIM 

PODRUÖJIHA SA 

PROBLEMI! ¡A. 

THE COMPUTER WORKS 

BACKWARD FROM 

TUE TIME TUAT A 

DEMAND HAS TO BE 

COMPLETED.   IT DETERMINES 

WHAT MATERIAL AND 

OTHER RESOURCES ARE 

TO  BE PROVIDED AT 

DIFFERENT TIMES. 

THESE ARE CCIIPARSD 

WITH  WHAT MATERIALS 

AND RESOURCES ARE 

AVAILABLE TO DETERHING 

WHAT THE PROBLEM 

AREAS ARE LIKELY 

TO BE. 

^- 
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10.    NAPRAVLJEIII 

IZVEI'TAJI 
REPORTS PRODUCED 

PLAWIRAI.JìS ZALI-IA 

PLAIIl'RAüJE REGURGA 
INVENTORY PLAIÏiilIIG 

RESOURCE PLA:;:;IIIG 

LISTA DELOVA 

IUDSiI'i' LIÜi'A DELOVA 

LISTA rOTitSBîïIil HEoURJA 

LISTA GOL S3 HATERIJALI KORISTE 

PARTS LIST 

INDENTED PARTS LIST 

RESOURCES REQUIRED LIST 

'./HERE USED LIST 

LISTA ZALIIIA 

LISTA RE3UR3A 

INVENTORY LIST 

RESOURCES LIST 

LISTA OTVORSÍIH KALOGA 

LISTA OïVORKIIH ZAIIi'EVA 

LISTA ZATVORi:¡;iII KALUGA 

LISTA ZAïVOIîiSilIH LàîIIEVA 

OPEi: ORDERS LIST 

OPEIî DEMANDS LIST 

CLOSED ORDERS LIST 

CLOSED DEI:A:DS LIST 

IZVP,^TAJ 0 STATUS'J ARTIKLA 

LISTA I1ATERIJALA ZA NALOG 
ITEM STATUS REPORT 

ORDER BILL OP MATERIALS 

__ J 
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11.  IZVUÍ.'TAJ o 

PLAUIRAUJU ZALIHA 

INVENTORY 

PLANNING REPORT 

GLEDA UAGPOLOl'iIVOüT 

I ZAHTEVE SVAKOG 

HATERIJALA  IZ DAilA 

U DAM I  PREDLAZE 

KOJE SU  DALJNE 

KARUDZBE POTREBBE 

I KADA. 

LOOKS AT THE AVAILABILITY 

AND REQUIREMENTS OF 

EACH MATERIAL DAY  BY DAY 

AND SUGGESTS './HAT 

FURTHER ORDERING IS 

NEEDED Alu) '..HEN. 

12. IZVESTAJ O 

PLANIRANJU RESURSA 

RESOURCE 

PLANNING REPORT 

GLEDA NA ZAHTEVE I 

RASP0L0ZIV03T RESURSA 

(RADNE 3NAGE I MASINA) 

IZ DANA U DAN I SIGNALIZIRA 

AKO JE POTREBIIA AKCIJA 

RUKOVODSTVA NEGDE. 

LOOKS AT REQUIREMENT 

AND AVAILABILITY OF 

RESOURCES (MANPOWER AND 

MACHINES) DAY BY DAY AND 

POINTS OUT IF MANAGEMENT 

ACTION IS NEEDED ANY'./HERE. 

u  > 
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1). LISTA DÉLO VA 

INDENT  LIS'i'A DKLOVA 

LISTA POTREBNIH   RE3UR3A 

LISTA  GDE SE MATERIJALI 

KORISTE 

PARTS LIST 

INDENTED PARTS LIST     * 

RESOURCES REQUIRED LIST 

WHERE-USED LIST . 

OVI   IZVESTAJI 3AÖINJAVAJU 

TEHNIÖKE SPECIPIKACIJE 

MATERIJALA 

THESE REPORTS CONSTITUTE 

THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

OF THE MATERIAL 

PROMENE JE MNOGO 

LAKCE DOKUMENTOVATI 

UZ  POMOC KOKPJUTERA. 

CHANGES ARE MUCH KORE 

EASILY DOCUMENTED 

USING THE COMPUTER. 

14.  MOGUCE  DHUG'J K0RI3TI POSSIBLE OTHER BENEFITS 

- AUTOHAÏSK0 J.ZDAVANJE 

ZAIÏTEVA 

- AUTOMATSKO DAVANJE 

CEKA  ZA ZAHTEVE 

- ODRZAVAKJE I  VODJENJE 

KARTICA ZA ZALIHE 

- THOÔKOVI PROIZVODA 

- TROÖKOVI 11ALOGA 

- DRUG2 AK'i'IVNGSTI 

KNJIGOV0D3TYA 

AUTOMATIC PRODUCTION 

OP REQUISITIONS 

AUTOMATIC PRICING OP 

REQUISITIONS 

MAINTENANCE OF STOCK 

RECORDS 

PRODUCT  COSTING 

ORDER COSTING 

OTHER BOOKKEEPING 

ACTIVITIES. 

._. J 
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15.     BUDUÓE 

POTHEBE 

FUTURE 

HEEDS 

16.    PLAÑIRÁNJE ZA 

OPTIMALNE REZULTATE 

PLANNING FOR 

OPTIMUM RESULTS 

DUGOROCNO 

PROCENA: 

LONG TERM: 

TO ASSESS 

1. OPTIMUM PROIZVODA 

£» KHITIÖNI RESURSI 
}, EKONOMIÖHI PRAVCI 

STA MENJATI 

1. OPTIMUM PRODUCT MIX 

2f CRITICAL RESOURCES 

3. PROFITABLE DIRECTIONS 

FOR CHANGE 

KORISTITI DUGOROÖHI PLAN 

ZA ODREDJIVANJE 

USE LONG TERM PLAN TO 
DETERMINE 

1. POLITIKE VODJENJA ZALIHA 

2. POLITIKE PROIZVODNJE 

1. STOCKING POLICIES 

2. PRODUCTION POLICIES 

KRATKOROCNQ 

ODREDITI 

STVARNU PROIZVODNJU 

u SVETLU OGRANICENJA 
I POLITIKU KOJA IZ 

OVOOA PROIZLAZI. 

SHORT TERM: 

TO DETERMINE 

ACTUAL PRODUCTION IN 

THE LIGHT OF CONSTRAINTS 

AND POLICIES EMERGING 

ABOVE. 

IT.    MOGUCE 

POTEÖKOCE 

LIKELY 

DIFFICULTIES 

a 



18.     ZAPAMTITI 
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POINTS TO REMEMBER 

1. OUTPUT NE MOZE  BITI 

BOLJI OD INPUTA 

-GIGO- 

2. PAÊNJU POSVETITI 

DFiALJIHA 

3. KOMPJUTER NE MOZE 
DA MISLI 

4. KOMPJUTER NECE 

NlêTA URADITI, 
ON 6E SAMO OBRÀDITI 

PODATKE. 

AKCIJA JE ZA RUKOVODSTVO 

I RADNIKE 

1. OUTPUT CANNOT BE 

BETTER THAN INPUT 

-GIGO- 

2. ATTENTION TO DETAIL IS 

IMPORTANT 

3. THE COMPUTER CAKITOT 
THINK 

4. THE COMPUTER 

WILL NOT DO ANYTHING 

IT WILL ONLY PROCESS 

„ INFORMATION 

ACTION IS FOR MANAGEMENT 

AND WORKERS. 

19.    KOJE 

OSNOVNE 

INFORMA CUE 

SU 

POTREBBE 

ZA 

SISTEM 

? 

WHAT 

BASIC 

INFORMATION 

DOES 

THE 

SYSTEM 

NEED 

? 

20.    PODACI 0 

MATERIJALU 

RE8URSIMA 

INFORMATION OH 

MATERIALS 

RESOURCES 

STRUKTURI 

PROIZVODA 

PRODUCT 

STRUCTURE 

NALOZIMA 

ZAUTEVIMA 

ORDERS 

DEMANDS 
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21.      TERMINOLOGIJA TERMINOLOGY 

NARUDZBA SE IZDAJE 

DA SE DOPUilE  ZALIIIE 

U SKLADIÍTU: 

- PRODAVCU 

- TVORNICI 

- KOOPERACIJI 

ORDER  IS PLACED 

TO REPLENISH 3T0CKS 

IN THE  V/AREIIOUCE 

- ON VENDORS 

- ON FACTORY 

- ON 3UBCOIIÏRACÏ0R3 

ZAHTEV SE IZDAJE 

SKLADISTU 

DA SNABDE IiATERIJALOM 

- POTROSAÖA 

- TVORNICU 

DEMAND 13 PLACED 

ON THE './AREIÏ0U3E 

TO SUPPLY  MATERIALS 

- BY CUSTOMERS 

- BY FACTORY 

12.      PODACI 0 KATERIJALU MATERIAL INFORMATION 

- IDENTIFINATOR HATERIJALA 

- OPIS 

- KOLIöINA NA ZALIHI 

- LOKACIJA MATERIJALA 

- TROSKCVI PO JEDINICI 

- VELIöIKA JSDINICA ZA 

NARUDZBU 

- TAöKA P01í0VNE NARUDZBE 

- SKART 
- KOD IZDATNICE 

- MATERIAL IDENTIFIER 

- MATERIAL DESCRIPTION 

- QUANTITY ON HAND 

- INVENTORY LOCATION 

- UNIT COST 

- LOT SIZE 

- REORDER POINT 

- SHRINKAGE 

- './ITHDRA/./AL CODE 
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23.   PODACI 0 RjiòUIiSirjl RESOURCE  IiïFOWATIOIï 

ODELJEIIJE 

RADtïI CEIJTAR       IDENTÏFIÎTACIJA 

RES UH3 

DEPARTMENT 

'./OHK CENTRE 

RESOURCE 

IDENTIFICATION 

RADITI  CEKTAIÏ OPIS 

ODELJLIIJE   oris 

KA.IACITET 

EXSi'liA KAPACITET 

JEDIKICA KEIÎS 

TROLîKOVI PO JEDIIIICI 

PHOCKHAT EPIKASIiOSTI 

V/ORK CiiîïRS DESCRIPTION 

DEPART;-:^::-;
1
 D-JCüPTIC:: 

CAPACITY 

EXTRA CAPACITY 

UIIIï OP MEASURE 

UNIT COST 

EFFICIENCY PEüCEUT 

24.   PODACI O NALOGU 

I   ZAHTEVU 

ORDER DEMAND 

INFORMATION 

IDfîilTIFIKATO.-i HATERIJALA 

IDENTlPIKATOrc  KALUGA/ 

/ZAHTEVA 

KOLICINA 

TERMIN 

MATERIAL  IDENTIFIER 

OWffiR/DEKAIH) IDENTIFIER 

QUANTITY 

DUE DATE 

25- STHUKTUHA PUOIZVODA 

IDEP.TIFIKATOR KATEIIIJALA 

IDE1ÍTIFIKAT0R KOMPOiTEIMTA 

ILI RE3URSA 

KOLIOIÏÎÀ KOMPONEI'.ATA 

(ILI  HESURSA)   POTREBIJIH 

PO JEDIHICI MATERIJALA 

PRODUCT  STRUCTURE 

MATERIAL  IDENTIFIER   . 

COMPONENT OR RESOURCE 

IDENTIFIER 

QUANTITY OF COMPONENT 

(OR RESOURCE) USED 

PER UNIT  OF  MATERIAL. 

J 
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Fl Table 

P1 Tabla top 
oat par taUt 
IHUlt«   0.1   i 

P2    Laf 
four par tabla 
waata 0.1 % 

Pi   Lang aproa 
four par tabi« 
waata 0.1 % 

P4   Short apron 
four par tabla 
waata 0.1 % 

•eta: Taa pareaatagaa fi van for «asta ara hjrpothaaioal. 

J 
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B1    Sorem 24 par tabi« wMti 10 % 

B2   Wood for logs «ad aprons 

É 
40 ca psr log wast* 2.3 <% 

40 ca por long support 
wast« 2.3 % 

3> 
20 osi short support 
VAHtA    ^ < 

BÌ   Mood for tabi« tops 

4000 oa   par tabi« top 
wast« 5 % 

Hot«; Th« paroontagaa givan for waata ar« hypothatieal. 

 J 
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26.   R1>30URC.;3 ¿îïqUIRED 

Reo Description 

Wl Assembler 

Ml Assembly press 

W2 Screwdriver 

V/OODV.'OHKIilG 

TiM require* AvaiUbility 
p«r table (hre/day) 

2» 

2' 

y 

4- 

4 

Sawing 

PI Table top 

P2 Legs 

P3 Long apron 

P4 Short Apron 

Available hours 
p*r day 

60" 

5" 

5" 

r 
4 

nding Material 
preparation 

150" - 

20" 10' 

20" 5' 

15" 5' 

12 136 

v^ J 
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Í7.   77073 INDENTED PARTO LIST 

PI TABLE U/Mt EA 

PRODUCT MATERIAL DESCRIPTION QUANTITY 

STRUCTURE IDWriPICATIOM PER u/i 
POSITION ASSY 

1 P3 Long apron 4.004 EA 
2 B2 Wood LA 41.0 CM 

1 P4 Short apron 4.004 EA 
2 B2 WOod LA 21 CM 

1 Bl Screws 26.4 EA 
1 P2 Legs 4.004 EA 

2 B2 Wood LA 41.0 CM 
1 PI Table top 1.001 EA 
-   2 B3 Wood top 4200.0 C2 

28.   77073 PARTS LIST 

PI TABLE U/M:  EA INV.LOCt 

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION QUANTITY U/M INV. 
IDENT.ND PER ASSY LOC. 

P5 Long apron 4.004 EA 
P4 Short apron 4.004 EA 
Bl Screws 26.4 EA 
P2 Legs 4.004 EA 
PI Table top 1.001 EA 
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29. 77073 REQUIRED RESOURCES LIST 

PI TABLE TOP U/M: EA INV.LOC. 

RESOURCE WORK TIME 

IDENT NO CENTRE PER ASSY U/M DEPARTMENT 

M3 Sanding -04167 HR Woodwork 
M2 Sawing -01667 HR Woodwork 
m Sanding -04167 HR Woodwork 
W3 Sawing -01669 HR Woodwork 

io. 77073 WHERE USED LIST  (RESOURCE) 

M3 SANDING U/M: MR DEFT. WOODWORK 

MATERIAL QUANTITY 

IDENT NO DESCRIPTION PER ASSY U/M IN LOC 

PI TABLE TOP .04167 EA 

P2 LEGS .00556 EA 

P3 LONG SUPPORT .00556 EA 

P4 SHORT  " .0041? EA 
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Ì1. 77073 WHERE USED LIST (MATERIAL) 

B2 WOOD LSS U/M: CM INV.LOC. 

MATERIAL QUANTITY INV. 
IDENT NO DESCRIPTION PER ASSY U/M LOC. 

P2 Loga 41.0 EA 
P3 Long apron 41.0 EA 
P4 Short apron 21 EA 

J2. 77028 ORDER BILL OF MATERIALS 

ORDER MATERIAL DESCRN, ORDER 

MO    NO      TABLE   QTY 

F4    Fl 4,000 

START 

DATE 

DUE 

DATE 

INV.- 

LOC. 

77-130  77-132 

MATL LESQRPN QUANTITY QUANTITY INVENTORY 

IDENT PER ASSY U/M REQUIRED LOCATION 

Bl Screws 26.4 EA 105.600 

PI Table top 1.001 EA 4,004 

P2 Legs 4.004 EA 16,016 

P3 Long apron 4.004 EA 16,016 

P4 Short apron 4.004 SA 16,016 

J 
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PHASES IN PRODUCTION    PLANNING AND INVENTORY CONTROL 

I 

A4 AU* A l. 
iTfeM 

'[tViTwOftAK'At.    J 
MAT4Ä..AL 

RfefcVÄÄ 

tTeM 

1AAN*AOJ¡ ••^ 

{. 
COMP*.'M«#WT PRüöufr 

DíflA»lTlO|Sí 

MAîCHlAl. 

ÍTCM      . 

MRTS usr   ' 

 J 
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SEMINAR FOR SlPAD 

A familiar wat held for SlPAD executive« on 9 June 1977» unter the chairman- 

ship of Noria Papo, Director of RO IRC, to discuss the application of computers 

to production planning and inventory control    Advantage was taken of the preaence 

in Sarajevo of the UNIDO expert on Induetrial Engineering, Deamond P. Cody,  to 

enable the participants to benefit also of his experience. 

The Seminar consisted of three parts: 

Part  1:    Applications to medium-term planning.    The contents of this 
part appears later in this annex. 

Part  2:    Applications to shorter term planning and inventory control 
with special reference to the work being done at STANDARD 
factory.    This part was based on the earlier seminar at 
STANDARD factory,  details of which appear in annex VII. 

Part  3:    Applications with special reference to the furniture industry. 

Parts 1 and 2 were presented by the expert in computer applications.    Part 3 

was presented by the expert in industrial engineering. 

The Seminar was attended by 22 people,  drawn from the following 

organisation*: 

RO IRC (Research and Development) 

RO "BIRAC" 

RTV - Sarajevo (Computer Centre) 

OOUR ERC (Computer Centre) 

OOUR "3UMAPR0JEKT" 

OOUR Zavod za tehnologiju drveta 

RO "JABORINA" 

OOUR "STANDARD" 

HO "BOMslCUA" 

OOUR "JOINERY" 

SlPAD - Kombinat 

(fra.  Stanilii, Secretary of the Project,  Interpreter 

Text o» which part 1 of the Seminar waa basad 

It ia a privilege for Mr. Cody and myself to be participating in a discus- 

sion with this distinguished group.    I deliberately used the word "discussion" 

because I hope this will be an opportunity to ahare experiences all round.    That 
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so many have taken the time and trouble to come hare is a most encouraging sign 

for the success of the project. 

It would,  perhaps, not be out of place to say a few words about the project, 

and I hope you will  forgive me if I  repeat what is common knowledge. 

This project was set up as a result of an agreement  between the Government 

of Yugoslavia and the United Nations Development Programme to develop the furni- 

ture and joinery industry in Boaria and Herzegovina.    UNIDO was appointed the 

executing agency for the project and SIPAD the counterpart  agency.    Responsibility 

for the project has been vested in the National Project Director,   Mr. Pjaca. 

The    other permanent  member of the project here is Mrs.  StaniSii,  who is Secretary 

of the Project  and interpreter.    Some of the areas,  where  it was thought  that the 

injection of experience from outside would have a catalytic effect in the develop- 

ment of the industry were: 

- Marketing and market research 

- Design of wooden and upholstered furniture and prefabricated housing 

- The application of industrial  engineering techniques to production and 
finally 

- The application of computers to production planning and inventory control 

Seven or eight .•Dissions have already been ^-jriipieted,   which covered the first 

three aspects mentioned above,  namel./  marketing,  design and documentation,  and 

staff from your organizations would,   no doubt, have participated in them.    Mr.  Cody's 

and my mission concern the last two areas I mentioned earlier, namely the applica- 

tion of industrial  engineering and computers.   Ours are the first miasions in 

these areas in this project.    Incidentally,   in addition to the experts' missions, 

there is also a provision for study tours and fellowships to enable groups or 

individuals to get an insight into methods of working abroad. 

I think it is very significant  that the need for development along several 

fronts simultaneously is recognized.    It is true,   I  think,   that for best effect, 

there needs to be a balance between these activities.    It  is rather like furni- 

ture - a chair which has one leg very much longer than the others is not likely 

to be very comfortable to sit on.    In fact it is desirable that these various 

arms of management  should work closely together.    There is little use in pro- 

ducing something that will not sell,  nor in designing something that the buying 

public does not want.    Similarly designs that enable one component to be put to 

several uses help saleability by keeping overheads down -  I believe that people 

who went on the recent study tour to  Scandinavia had an opportunity to see 

examples of this.    Similarly the application of industrial  engineering technique* 
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improves the economics of production and finally the  computer's ability to  pro- 

cess information fast  can be harnessed,  first to help decide what action to take, 

and t-econd to  show up  potential trouble spots in time for corrective action to 

be taken. 

I  should like  to  spend some time now talking about this last aspect« 

Specifically I would like to  talk about a particular  facet  of medium-term plan- 

ning on the one hand,   and on the other hand about  production planning and  inven- 

tory control  in the  shorter term as we are attempting to introduce in "STANDARD" 

factory;  about  the problems we have faced and what we hope  to achieve.    Please, 

do not heaitate to  stop me if I say  something that   is either incorrect or un- 

clear,  or if you would like to add something to what  1 have said - by way of 

confirmation or otherwise. 

Let me first  talk about  the medium term.    By this I mean a period of  around 

a year.    I think every factory in alPAD starts with an annual plan.    At one 

factory that  I  visited the proaedure was somewhat as follows - and I would guess 

that  this pattern is repeated elsewhere with perhaps  some variations.    The annual 

plan covers the calendar year.    The planning cycle beings in July of the previous 

year.    From July to   Se tomber market   information is  collected.    This information 

on what the market  can accept is made available earlv  in September to the 

Technical Department .     The Technical  Department break3 down the market require- 

ment  into resource requirements of manpower,  machines and materials.    If the 

resources are adequate,  there is no  further problem.     In fact, however,   even in 

factories where there  is overcapacity,  it is found  that some imbalances in re- 

sources exist which prevent  the whole of the market  requirement from being met. 

The Technical  Department then prepares a plan of the products which can be made 

from the available resources.    This  first draft is  ready around the end of 

September, and discussion on the plan and its implications covers the month of 

October.    Here again,   the plan may be acceptable,   but generally fresh guidelines 

may be laid down for  the preparation of the final plan.    These guidelines  incor- 

porate fresh market   information,  enhancements of the product range,  modification 

of total working time  (e.g.  extra shifts or more working on Saturadys) and man- 

power availability.     On the basis of these guidelines the Technical Department 

prepares a final plan in the first half of November,  which would generally be 

accepted by end of November,  possibly with minor modifications.    In the factory 

I visited the breakdown of an annual  plan into resource requirements etc.  takes 

tO-15 days for a team of ten people.    There are 35-45 different finished pro- 

ducts in the plan.    And when the first breakdown is made 10-15 resources are 

found to be critical  - i.e. required a modification of the plan. 
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The application of the computer using linear programming to the selection 

of the best product mix can be very beneficial - benefits of the order of 

2-3$ of turnover being quite common.    The approach is particularly valuable 

where single resources have to be shared between several products. 

Essentially what we do in the process is to create a model of the real  life 

situation as we think it will be,  incorporating the maximum amount of each pro- 

duct that  the market will accept,  the minimum we must  make for policy reasons, 

the availability of resources of material and machinery and manpower,   the extent 

to which they are used in each product,  the extent to which sales of one product 

are dependent on another etc. 

The data are then fed into the computer, which processes the information fed 

to it (incidentally it  could be done manually too, but  it takes a very long time 

for even relatively simple models),  and in effect tells you the optimum plan in 

the light of the information you have fed.   However it  does something else also 

that is very valuable.     It tells you which are the best directions for you to go 

and what are the  effects of changes in the model. 

This approach is particularly valuable when there is a large selection of 

finished products being manufactured,  which use common resources and if demand 

exceeds supply.    Typically,  joinery factories and furniture factories with a wide 

product range would benefit from its applications. 
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